
N Ü R N B E R G 

 

Hospitality rider 

 

Number of crew members depending on tour/perfomance and determined 

individually. The band consists of 2 (two) members: Yury Luhautsou (voice, bass) 

and Aleh Sautin (guitar), and they are always present as part of crew. In some 

circumstances it may be necessary to add manager/driver/sound engineer etc. Crew 

members will be referred to as ARTIST. Organizer will be referred to as 

PRESENTER. 

 

TRANSPORT:  

 

ARTIST will be travelling by plane, train or car, depending on the city, with 

starting point from Minsk, Belarus.  All travel expenses, necessary documents and 

luggage payment (if required) PRESENTER provides no later than a two weeks 

before the performance. PRESENTER also provides financial coverage for visas and 

entry documents if necessary. 

In case travelling by plane, PRESENTER provides transfer from place of 

arrival to the hotel/apartment, from the hotel/apartment to the venue and back if 

applicable, from the hotel/venue to airport. 

 

 

 

ACCOMMODATION:  

 

- At least 3* hotel with Wi-Fi OR equivalent apartment with Wi-Fi close to 

the city center/venue; 

- One double room with separate beds OR two single rooms + additional 

rooms if necessary for other crew members; 

 

MEALS:  

 

Breakfast in hotel OR 15 euros per person (crew member) as an alternative to 

breakfast. 

Hot meal before the performance (preferably right after soundcheck) OR 20 

euros per person (crew member) as an alternative.  

The only restriction for hot meal is no mushrooms in food for Aleh and no 

fish for Yury. 

 

DRESSING ROOM:  

 

- Availability of power sockets;  

- 2 sheets of A4 paper, marker;  

- 2 towels + wet wipes; 



- 4 bottles of water in 0,5 L (non-sparkling); 

- 4 beers or ciders (local craft); 

- 2 shots of whiskey or rum with one bottle of Pepsi (1L); 

- Some snacks and some fruit; 

- Hot tea and coffee available. 

 

It would be nice if PRESENTER could provide steamer (preferably) or an iron 

for pressing clothes before a show. Also, separate washroom will be a great 

advantage. 

 

FINANCE:  

 

ARTISTS' fees are set in advance and do not change during the event.  

PRESENTER pays 50% of the fee at least a week before the performance, the rest 

part right after the performance.  

 

 

Any clarifications and changes in the rider must be agreed in advance.  

 

 

For any questions, please contact  

Aliona Haiduk 

+375445865519 (Telegram) or 

nurnbergband@gmail.com 

 
 


